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Abstract—In this paper, we explore the idea that 5G will permit
the use of multiple waveforms, with each service employing a
waveform that is best suited for it. We look at a 5G machine-
type communication (MTC) scenario consisting of clustered
user equipment employing device-to-device (D2D) communica-
tion, such as a smart factory with intercommunicating machinery.
The overhead associated with synchronizing a large number of
machine-type D2D user equipment (DUE) comes at a cost that
may render synchronous communication infeasible or undesir-
able. Based on this motivation, we consider multiple possible
combinations of prominent 5G waveform candidates for cellular
users and DUEs, examining the asynchronous performance of
all waveforms under consideration and using the performance of
synchronous orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
as a baseline for comparison. Specifically, we focus on the coexis-
tence of waveforms in which the ordinary cellular users employ
OFDM for synchronous communication, as in LTE, and the
machine-type DUEs, operating asynchronously, employ a dif-
ferent waveform. When DUEs employ filter bank multicarrier
with offset-QAM, the average achieved rate is marginally greater
than the synchronous OFDM baseline case, and approximately
43% greater than the asynchronous OFDM case. This result
is encouraging, as the benefits of asynchronous D2D commu-
nication could be enjoyed in MTC scenarios without suffering
any performance reduction compared to the synchronous OFDM
scenario. We then investigate how the relative performance of dif-
ferent waveform choices depends on the scenario by varying key
parameters. Notably, for asynchronous communication, increas-
ing the transmit power of DUEs results in diminishing benefits
unless the DUEs employ a waveform that mitigates interdevice
leakage interference.
Index Terms—5G, device-to-device (D2D), fractional frequency
reuse (FFR), machine-type communication (MTC), new
waveforms.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE MODULATION format and multiple accesstechnique for 5G are not yet known, with many
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contenders under consideration, each proving advantageous
in certain scenarios and lacking in others. 5G could poten-
tially be the first generation to permit the use of different
waveforms for different use cases, each one optimal for a
given scenario [1]. In this paper, we explore this possibility
and focus on the coexistence between two 5G use cases,
broadband services and machine-type device-to-device (D2D)
communications, which may use different waveforms.
Many low-power wide-area network solutions, such as NB-
Internet of Things (IoT), have been developed in response
to the low rate, latency-tolerant traffic that is typically asso-
ciated with the IoT. However, there exists a contrasting set
of intermachine communication use cases that will possess
requirements for low-latency and potentially high data-rate
communication resulting from the increased use of robotics,
artificial intelligence, and machine learning across multiple
sectors such as energy [2], health, industry, and automotive.
In order to enable direct communication between machine-
type devices in 5G, D2D communication has been suggested
as an enabling technology [3]–[6]. Intelligent process con-
trol, autonomous manufacturing systems, smart factories, and
self-organizing warehouses are but a few examples of 5G use
cases which require direct intermachine communication in a
spatially clustered environment.
The overhead associated with achieving and maintain-
ing synchronous communication for D2D user equipment
(DUE) in an machine-type communication (MTC) scenario
can be significant, and it may be desirable to reduce the
control burden placed on the base station (BS) to achieve
this. As highlighted in [7], achieving synchronization in
D2D communications is challenging. This is particularly
relevant for clustered machine-type D2D communication
scenarios, in which the close proximity of the multiple
D2D pairs to each other makes them particularly vulner-
able to leakage interference arising from synchronization
errors.
Hence, while ordinary cellular user equipment (CUE) is well
served using synchronous communication, clustered machine-
type DUEs may instead be best served using asynchronous
communication. Clustered MTC, based on D2D communi-
cation, is sufficiently different from ordinary cellular traffic
to warrant investigation into what waveform choice results in
the best performance. Furthermore, the types of devices that
we are considering, such as machinery in a smart factory, are
designed for specific purposes and may not need to support
traditional cellular communication through a BS. In this case,
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it makes sense for them to use a waveform that is better suited
for asynchronous MTC.
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM),
employed in LTE, performs quite well when synchronism can
be achieved, and some variant of it may continue to be the
best choice for cellular communication. However, OFDM’s
deficiencies in the presence of timing and frequency offsets
are well known, with several 5G waveform candidates shown
to perform better in asynchronous scenarios [8]. Hence, we are
motivated to examine the coexistence of various combinations
of waveforms for CUEs and DUEs. We study and quantify how
each of the waveforms under consideration performs when
employed by DUEs operating in an asynchronous manner,
compared to a baseline case consisting of synchronous OFDM.
In the remainder of this paper, we use the term alternative
waveforms to refer to the multitude of modulation formats that
have been proposed in the literature for 5G as an alternative
to OFDM.
In this paper, we expand upon our previous work [9],
which demonstrated the effects of inter-D2D interference
arising from misaligned communications in a spatially clus-
tered single-cell scenario, and how the use of a waveform
that exhibits improved spectral localization over OFDM can
mitigate this interference. Here, we expand this paper to a mul-
ticell, multicluster network consisting of cells which employ
strict fractional frequency reuse (FFR), and consider a wider
range of waveforms.
We evaluate the relative asynchronous performance of sev-
eral waveforms for use in the type of clustered MTC scenario
outlined in this section, compared against a baseline case
consisting of synchronous OFDM. We also investigate how
the level of asynchronism between devices affects the SINR
performance of DUEs, examining the effects of both tim-
ing offset (TO) and carrier frequency offset (CFO). We stress
that our interest lies in evaluating the coexistence and relative
performance of different waveforms in such a scenario; we
are not concerned with developing a new resource allocation
scheme for D2D.
Although waveform research is very mature at a signal pro-
cessing level, the system level implications and performance
of employing different waveforms in different scenarios is
not well studied. Our main contribution, therefore, is to
demonstrate the benefits that alternative waveforms to OFDM
can provide in 5G scenarios such as D2D-enabled MTC.
Furthermore, we demonstrate at a system level that waveforms
can coexist in 5G, with different devices potentially adopting
different waveforms. This paper assesses the performance of
a realistic system with a high degree of conformity, without
sacrificing realism through simplifying assumptions to obtain
tractability.
The main contributions of this paper are the following.
1) We compute, and tabulate, the interference arising from
the asynchronous coexistence between a large number of
alternative waveforms for various timing and frequency
offsets.
2) We demonstrate using system level simulations that it is
feasible for cellular networks to serve high rate clustered
MTC use cases using D2D communication through the
coexistence of alternative waveforms and OFDM, and
quantify the benefit of doing so. In particular, we show
that DUEs can avail of the benefits of asynchronous
communication, without suffering a performance loss,
by employing an alternative waveform such as filter bank
multicarrier with offset-QAM (FBMC/OQAM), even if
regular CUEs continue to use OFDM.
3) We characterize the performance of several prominent
alternative waveforms across a range of MTC scenarios
by varying key system parameters such as cell size, clus-
ter size, DUE transmit power, and maximum possible
TO and CFO.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II dis-
cusses related work, and highlights the novelty of this paper.
Section III describes the system model and metrics of interest.
Section IV describes the waveforms considered in this paper,
and details how leakage interference between pairs of wave-
forms is modeled. Section V presents and discusses our results,
and Section VI concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
We build upon our work in [10], which provides interference
tables capturing the effects of misaligned D2D users in time
onto OFDMA-based cellular users in the uplink band. We also
draw upon the work of [11] and [12] in order to characterize
the interference imposed between entities utilizing different
waveforms.
The use of D2D communication to support MTC sce-
narios in 5G appears to be an attractive proposal and has
been suggested in several papers [3]–[5]. Our interest in this
paper centers around determining the optimal choice of wave-
form for machine-type D2D communication, and provides a
comprehensive analysis of the various options available.
The use of alternative waveforms to OFDM in D2D com-
munications has been considered previously in several papers,
and we provide a brief overview of the main works here.
Wu et al. [13] investigated a D2D video transmission network
in which D2D transceivers use filtered multitone (FMT)
in order to ensure that no intercarrier interference occurs.
Pischella et al. [14] considered power loading for D2D
pairs operating in an asynchronous manner, and compare the
performance of OFDM and FBMC/OQAM. However, no cel-
lular users are considered in either of the above works, and
therefore, issues regarding the coexistence of waveforms for
different types of users do not arise.
Pischella et al. [15] aimed to maximize the sum-rate for
asynchronous D2D underlay communications and consider the
use of both FBMC and OFDM. Li et al. [16] investigated
resource sharing between D2D and cellular users in the down-
link band, and suggests the use of filtered-OFDM (f-OFDM)
for D2D devices to enable them to use parts of the guard
band. Mukherjee et al. [17] studied the use of universal fil-
tered OFDM (UF-OFDM) for D2D communication, but focus
solely on inter-D2D interference between D2D pairs that are
not in the same cell. D2D pairs are assumed to synchronize
to CUEs only if they are in the same cell in [18].
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This paper differs from the aforementioned papers in many
regards. First, we are concerned with asynchronous direct
communication whereby each DUE cannot be assumed to be
synchronized with any other device in the system. We are
also targeting the use of direct communication in spatially
clustered MTC applications in which the interdevice leakage
interference arising from misaligned communication plays a
key role. The key novelty of this paper lies in its comparison
of the performance of multiple waveforms, whereby the wave-
form used by DUEs and CUEs may be different. Finally, we
also consider a multicell system employing a frequency reuse
technique known as strict FFR (outlined in Section III), and
consider all possible interference links in the system in order
to obtain realistic results. To the best of our knowledge, no
work available in the literature tackles interuser interference
caused by the asynchronous coexistence of multiple use cases
employing different waveforms with a similar level of detail
and for so many different waveforms.
We highlight that several works [19]–[21] have already
investigated direct communication in FFR systems; however,
they are not concerned with the use of alternative waveforms
in asynchronous direct communication between devices. We
include the use of strict FFR in this paper to achieve a higher
level of realism in our analysis, as it is a frequently employed
technique in modern networks to tackle intercell interference.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
We expand upon the system model presented in our previous
work [9], where we investigated the performance of D2D
communication underlaying an OFDMA-based network in the
uplink for a single cell scenario.
A. Network Set-Up
We consider an OFDMA network with parameters selected
based on the 3GPP LTE standard, as outlined in Table II in
Section V-A. Cells are modeled as hexagons, with the network
consisting of a central cell of interest, an inner ring of direct
neighbor cells, and an outer ring of additional cells (totalling
nineteen cells). Two rings of cells are commonly used with the
hexagonal cellular model, as interference from cells outside of
this range can generally be considered negligible. Indeed, we
verified this using our simulator, confirming that the addition
of a third ring of cells has a negligible influence on the results.
We assume that each cell is fully loaded, with each CUE
assigned a single uplink resource block (RB). DUEs coex-
ist with the OFDMA cell by reusing a single uplink RB. In
reality, LTE networks actually use single-carrier FDMA (SC-
FDMA) in the uplink. However, SC-FDMA is simply OFDMA
in which users apply DFT precoding to their transmit signal.
In the scope of this paper, this precoding is inconsequential
and we therefore do not consider it.
CUEs are distributed throughout the entire network accord-
ing to a Poisson point process. DUEs are employed in
high-rate spatially clustered applications such as process con-
trol, robotics control, or machine-to-machine communications.
In order to capture this clustering effect in our model, we dis-
tribute DUE transmitters in the network using a Matérn point
Fig. 1. Inner region of each cell uses the same set of sub-bands, while reuse
three is employed in the outer regions. CUEs and DUEs are allocated sub-
bands in a manner that aims to reduce interference between them, according
to the scheme outlined in [19].
process. For each DUE transmitter, we distribute a receiver at a
distance d according to a uniform random variable U[a,b], with
a and b representing the minimum and maximum distance,
respectively.
As stated in Section I, we consider the use of strict FFR.
Fig. 1 illustrates the division of sub-bands between cells. The
CUEs in the inner region of each cell are provisioned using a
common set of sub-bands. Frequency reuse three is employed
for the outer regions of the cells, with cell-edge CUEs in
these regions provisioned from one of three sets of sub-
bands. Machine-type DUEs are permitted to reuse the spectral
resources of cellular users according to the scheme out-
lined in [19] for D2D communication operating in a network
employing strict FFR. Hence, DUEs in the inner region of a
cell may reuse the spectral resources assigned to CUEs in the
outer regions of neighboring cells.1 DUEs in the outer region
of a cell may use any spectral resource, except the set assigned
to CUEs in the same region.
The scenario under evaluation in this paper is similar to
underlay, since neither D2D devices nor cellular users have
exclusive use of the available spectrum across the entire
network. However, we also note that due to the manner in
which sub-bands are assigned through the use of fractional
frequency control, cellular users and D2D devices do not use
the same spectral resources within the same region. Hence,
the system could be described as overlay at a local level and
1Note that DUEs in the inner region of a cell may not reuse the resources
of cellular users in the outer region of the same cell, as the DUEs would
always be closer to the BS than the CUEs. Since interference in the uplink
occurs at the BS, this could result in significant interference from DUEs to
CUEs, which is precisely what the reuse scheme is designed to prevent.
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underlay at a system-wide level, and does not conform to the
strict definition of either term.
The ratio of the radius of the inner region (Rinner) to the
radius of the cell (Rcell) is an important parameter in strict FFR
systems and influences how sub-bands are divided between
regions. We follow the approach used in [22], and choose
the ratio Rinner/Rcell to be 0.65, which was shown in [23] to
maximize the average network throughput for uniformly dis-
tributed CUEs. Given Nband available sub-bands in the system,
we can determine the number of resources allocated to each
region as follows [23]:
Ninner =
[
Nband
(
Rinner
Rcell
)2]
(1)
Nouter =
[
(Nband − Ninner)/3
]
. (2)
B. Resource Allocation
RBs are assigned under the condition that an RB may only
be assigned to a single CUE, and reused by a single DUE,
in a given cell. CUEs transmit on the physical uplink shared
channel (PUSCH) and use a power control procedure [24] that
assigns each CUE a power level that results in acceptable sig-
nal reception at the BS. In the procedure used, the pathloss
between each CUE and the BS is estimated and compensated
for in order to satisfy the power that the BS expects to receive
over a single RB PO_PUSCH. The maximum power at which a
CUE may transmit is also capped at Pcmax.
Our focus in this paper is on evaluating the relative
performance of the waveforms under consideration for direct
communication between devices/equipment in spatially clus-
tered use cases, not on proposing a new resource allocation
scheme. Hence, in order to avoid bias toward any particular
scheme, we consider a simple power allocation scheme for
machine-type DUEs whereby they are permitted to transmit at
maximum power, which is capped by the controlling BS.
The results section provides detailed insight into the
performance of asynchronous communication for various
waveforms, compared to a baseline of synchronous commu-
nication, allowing informed decisions to be made regarding
the choice of waveform for both types of communication.
We highlight, however, that the decision of whether to use
synchronous or asynchronous communication is multifaceted
and there are many reasons why an operator may decide to
employ asynchronous communication for MTC scenarios. As
mentioned, the cost of achieving and maintaining synchronous
communication for MTC may be unattractive. Removing the
synchronization procedure for DUEs could help to reduce
the latency experienced by these devices. Asynchronous DUE
communication also removes several duties of control from the
BS, potentially enabling the network operator to treat resource
allocation for high-rate clustered MTC scenarios in a differ-
ent manner than for CUEs. For example, the network could
release spectral resources to a smart factory without actively
managing the directly communicating machinery, which may
operate autonomously or via a local controller.
C. Channel Modeling
CUEs in the same cell do not interfere with each other, as we
assume they are perfectly synchronized by the BS. Therefore,
there are four main interference types requiring consideration.
1) DUE pairs interfere with the CUEs’ transmissions.
Since we are investigating uplink resource sharing, this
interference is observed at BSs.
2) Conversely, the CUEs interfere with the DUE pairs at
DUE receivers.
3) DUEs interfere with each other (inter-DUE
interference).
4) CUEs in different cells are not synchronized, and hence,
interfere with each other (inter-CUE interference).
Owing to their popularity in [18], [25], and [26], we employ
the WINNER II channel models [27] to provide us with a
distance-based path loss, which also incorporates the proba-
bility of line-of-sight. Distinct path loss models are used for
the different types of links in the system in order to represent
the network in a realistic manner. Path loss models employed
for D2D channels have been modified so that both transceivers
in a D2D link are the same height above the ground. The dis-
tribution of shadow fading is log-normal, with the standard
deviation specified by the Winner II channel models for each
scenario.
D. Performance Measures
Below, we present several metrics that we will use to eval-
uate the performance of the system. All metrics are evaluated
for DUEs and CUEs in the central cell, which represents the
cell of interest.
1) SINR: The SINR of a CUE j in the central cell o using
RB k is given by
γ kjo =
Pkjo h
k
joB
σ 2ν + ICN
+ IDN + IDS (3)
where Pkjo is the transmit power of the CUE, hjoB is the channel
gain between the jth CUE and the BS of the central cell o,
and σ 2ν is additive white Gaussian noise variance. ICN is the
interference from CUEs in neighboring cells and is given by
ICN =
∑
n∈N
∑
cn∈Cn
∑
r∈R
Prcn h
r
cnBwfcn→wfjo
(|r − k|, δt, δf ) (4)
where n indexes the set of neighboring cells N, cn indexes
the CUEs in the set Cn of CUEs in the nth neighboring cell,
and r indexes the set of RBs R available to the system. Prcn is
the transmit power of the cnth CUE operating on RB r, hrcnB
is the channel gain between the cnth CUE and the BS of the
central cell. If the cnth CUE is not operating on RB r, then
Prcn is 0. Finally, wfcn→wfjo (|r − k|, δt, δf ) is the fraction of
power injected by CUE cn using waveform wfcn and RB r
onto CUE jo using waveform wfjo and RB k, at a TO of δt
and CFO δf . For synchronous communication, both δt and δf
can be set to 0.
IDN is the interference from DUEs in the neighboring cells
and is given by
IDN =
∑
n∈N
∑
d∈Dn
∑
r∈R
PDh
r
dnBwfdn→wfjo
(|r − k|, δt, δf ) (5)
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF CONSIDERED WAVEFORMS
which is defined in a similar fashion to (4), where Dn repre-
sents the set of DUEs in the nth neighboring cell, and PD is
the transmit power of DUE devices. Finally, IDS represents the
interference from DUEs in the same cell, i.e., the central cell,
and is formulated in a similar fashion to (5).
The SINR of a DUE d in the central cell o operating on
RB r is given by
γ rdo =
PDhrdo
σ 2ν + ICN + ICS + IDS + IDN
(6)
where PD is the transmit power of the DUE devices, hrdo is
the channel gain between the transmitter and receiver of the
dth DUE using RB r, and σ 2ν is additive white Gaussian noise
variance. ICS and ICN represent the aggregate interference from
CUEs in the same cell and neighboring cells, respectively. IDS
and IDN represent the aggregate interference from DUEs in the
same cell and neighboring cells, respectively. The expressions
for each of the above aggregate interference terms are similar
to (4) and (5), with the channel gain h considered between the
interfering device and the DUE receiver.
2) Achieved Rate: We are also interested in the rate
achieved by devices, after the bandwidth efficiency of each
waveform has been taken into account. The rate of a device
using a waveform wf can be calculated as
b = wfB log2(1 + γ )
[
b/s
]
(7)
where B is the bandwidth of an LTE RB, and wf is the band-
width efficiency of waveform wf presented in Table I, which
is directly computable based on the waveform parameters
presented in the same table.
IV. CANDIDATE WAVEFORMS AND LEAKAGE
INTERFERENCE MODEL
A. Candidate Waveforms Under Study
Below, we briefly present the waveforms that we will
consider in this paper.
1) OFDM: Although alternative waveforms are being stud-
ied, OFDM may still have an important role to play in
5G. OFDM works quite well in the downlink of cellular
systems. In scenarios that do not comprise machine type
communication or delay-intolerant communications, the
signalling overhead required to align individual devices
becomes affordable. Moreover, MIMO techniques, a
key part of future 5G systems, are directly applicable
to OFDM. However, OFDM suffers from high out-
of-band emissions and is known to perform poorly in
situations where multiple users transmit adjacently and
asynchronously, which is precisely the class of network
deployments that interests us in this paper.
2) FBMC: FBMC waveforms apply an enhanced filtering
on a per-subcarrier level in order to remove the large
sidelobes typically associated with OFDM transmission.
This filtering makes FBMC subcarriers highly spectrally
localized, which reduces the sensitivity to asynchronism.
Moreover, FBMC systems generally do not rely on a
cyclic prefix (CP) to combat intersymbol interference
(ISI). The combination of these two attributes, reduced
sidelobes and no CP, results in a time-frequency effi-
ciency that is very close to 1 (and approaching 1 in
the ideal case of infinite block lengths). Instead, the
very narrow channels used in FBMC guarantee flat gain.
However, it should be noted that in highly frequency
selective channels, existing channel estimation meth-
ods for FBMC without a CP cannot fully remove ISI,
with performance suffering as a result. Hence, CP-based
FBMC systems have been investigated [29], [30] to fully
remove ISI in frequency selective channels and achieve
simple one-tap equalization similar to OFDM.
Several FBMC-based schemes have been proposed in the
literature. In this paper, we study the following ones.
a) FMT [31]: To reduce out-of-band emission, every
subcarrier in FMT is filtered by a narrow passband
filter, which inevitably results in the loss of the
orthogonality between subcarriers according to the
Balian-Low theorem. To deal with this, a guard
band is added between every subcarrier; however,
this reduces the spectral efficiency of the system.
b) FBMC/OQAM [32], [33]: Possibly the most
well-known alternative to OFDM, FBMC/OQAM
achieves maximum spectral efficiency by removing
the guard bands used in FMT. Intercarrier
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interference (ICI) and ISI are eliminated by using
OQAM modulation instead of QAM. However,
FBMC/OQAM systems achieve orthogonality only
in the real domain, and suffer from pure imag-
inary interference which can be detrimental for
equalization and makes their application to MIMO
challenging.
c) FBMC-PAM (Also Known As Lapped FBMC) [34]:
Whereas FBMC/OQAM systems double the sym-
bol rate, FBMC/PAM doubles the number of sub-
carriers. It also uses a short sine filter which
achieves a good tradeoff between time and
frequency localization.
3) Generalized Frequency Division Multiplexing [35]: One
of the main drawbacks of the aforementioned FBMC
waveforms is the delay incurred by linear convolution
with the prototype filter on each subcarrier. To overcome
this issue, generalized frequency division multiplexing
(GFDM) applies circular convolution to filter indepen-
dent data blocks consisting of K subcarriers and M
sub-symbols per subcarrier. In addition, only one CP
is applied per entire block in order to reduce the
block overhead. However, circular filtering results in
nonorthogonal subcarriers, introducing both ISI and ICI
which must be dealt with using interference cancel-
lation techniques, or linear decoders which increase
the error rate and complexity of the receiver com-
pared to OFDM. Note that some works have studied
the joint use of OQAM and GFDM and proposed cir-
cular OQAM (COQAM) waveforms [36]. However, it
has been shown that GFDM and COQAM achieve
comparable performance in terms of asynchronous coex-
istence [37]. This leads us to leave COQAM out of the
scope of this paper and to consider GFDM only as an
example of a circularly pulse-shaped waveform.
4) UFMC and f-OFDM: UFMC [38], also known as UF-
OFDM, aims to generalize OFDM and FBMC in order to
reap the benefits of both while avoiding their respective
limitations. While FBMC filters individual subcarriers,
UFMC applies filtering to groups of adjacent subcarriers,
which reduces the ramp-up and down delays of the pro-
totype filter. One of the advantages of UFMC lies in the
fact that it preserves time orthogonality between subse-
quent symbols by limiting the filter tails within the guard
interval. However, this does not allow for long filters and
may therefore make it difficult to achieve satisfactory
out-of-band rejection levels when dealing with signals
that have a small passband. To overcome this, f-OFDM
systems [28] use longer filters, which enable communi-
cation devices to achieve sharper frequency localization
at the cost of orthogonality between subsequent symbols.
B. Implementation Parameters Selected for Waveforms
Under Study
All of the aforementioned waveforms have fostered a wide
range of works [39], [40], with a large number of different
implementations and parameters considered in the literature.
Studying all the proposed variations of these waveforms would
therefore be infeasible. Hence, to ensure fair comparison,
we choose parameters, filters, and implementations that are
representative of most works in the literature.
As our work focuses primarily on investigating how alterna-
tive waveforms can facilitate coexistence in a certain band of
the wireless spectrum, we consider that each studied modula-
tion scheme uses the same subcarrier spacing F = 15 kHz in
accordance to current LTE standards to ensure fairness in our
comparisons. Note that, in the particular case of FBMC-PAM,
each subcarrier is actually composed of two virtual subcarri-
ers of width F/2. Other relevant parameters are presented in
Table I. T represents the time symbol, TCP is the CP or guard
interval duration where applicable, Tw is the duration of the
window used by f-OFDM and WGB is the width of the guard
band used by FMT. We set WGB so that FMT has the same
spectral efficiency as OFDM. Finally, note that the GFDM
system we consider uses blocks of five symbols, which is a
commonly used value [35].
Due to filtering, leakage interference for FBMC/OQAM,
FBMC-PAM, and f-OFDM is concentrated in the subcarrier
directly adjacent to the active RB. Hence, to take full advan-
tage of the improved spectral properties of these waveforms,
we only use 11 subcarriers per RB instead of 12, leaving a
guard band of 1 subcarrier between RBs. All other wave-
forms use the full 12 subcarriers since their sidelobes are
larger and leakage interference spans multiple subcarriers. In
these cases, adding a single guard subcarrier between RBs
would offer little advantage and would just reduce the band-
width efficiency of the waveforms, thereby reducing the rate
achievable with them. Note that FMT is a special case in that
it does not require a guard subcarrier between RBs due to
its implementation, which places a guard band between every
subcarrier.
C. Interference Model
To model interference between users using each of the
aforementioned waveforms considered in this paper, we fol-
low the same approach as in [9] and [10]. However, whereas
our previous analyzes were based on interference tables with
a spectral granularity of one subcarrier spacing, we base the
present system-level analysis on interference tables that are
defined at the RB level. This is necessary to be able to carry out
system level studies, as resource allocation and other proce-
dures of the upper layers operate with a minimum granularity
of one RB. Besides, whereas most studies on asynchronous
networks rely on average values of interference [11], [15],
we compute the interference between given pairs of wave-
forms for specific values of TO δt. Moreover, we also take
CFO into account. We therefore generate 3-D interference
tables which give the interference value at a given RB dis-
tance for each possible value of the TO, δt, and CFO, δf . We
consider that the TO and CFO between users are uniformly
distributed in a given interval so that δt ∼ U[−δmaxt ,δmaxt ] and
δf ∼ U[−δmaxf ,δmaxf ].
In order to present our interference model, we display in
Fig. 2 some of the interference tables that we generated and
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
Fig. 2. Representative examples of interference tables. TO is expressed in proportion of T + TCP of a reference OFDM configuration and CFO is expressed
relative to F. Values lower than −60 dB appear in dark blue. (a) Organization of interference tables and OFDM to OFDM example. (b) FBMC/OQAM to
OFDM. (c) f-OFDM to OFDM. (d) UFMC to OFDM. (e) FBMC/OQAM to FBMC/OQAM. (f) FBMC-PAM to FBMC-PAM. (g) GFDM to GFDM. (h) FMT
to FMT. (i) UFMC to UFMC. (j) f-OFDM to f-OFDM.
made available in our system-level simulator. In particular, we
present in Fig. 2(a) the structure of the interference tables
as they are represented in our system level simulator. For
each value of δt and δf , our tables provide the correspond-
ing level of interference, up to a maximum spectral distance
of 100 RBs. Note that we consider heterogeneous scenarios in
which DUEs use an alternative waveform and CUEs employ
OFDM, and more advanced homogeneous scenarios in which
both CUEs and DUEs use an alternative waveform. To model
the interference between different users in these different set-
ups, we therefore need to generate homogeneous interference
tables, from a given waveform to the same waveform, and het-
erogeneous ones, from a given waveform to OFDM and from
OFDM to a given waveform.
In Fig. 2, for each table Waveform A to Waveform B, an
interfering user using Waveform A is active on an RB of index
0, and we show the interference power seen by a victim user
using Waveform B at a given spectral distance specified in
number of RBs, and for given values of the TO δt. Note that,
due to space limitations, we present interference tables only
in the case where there is no CFO, i.e., δf = 0, and only for
spectral distances lower than 25 RBs.
Fig. 2(b) shows the interference table from FBMC/OQAM
to OFDM. Consistent with [41], we show that the interference
to the OFDM receiver decreases very slowly in frequency and
does not exhibit any particular behavior related to the TO.
This twofold observation holds true for interference from any
FBMC waveform to an OFDM receiver or from an OFDM
transmitter to any FBMC receiver. However, for waveforms
that are filtered per block of subcarriers, such as filtered-
OFDM and UFMC, the interference experienced by an OFDM
receiver achieves a minimum point for specific values of the
TO, as can be seen in Fig. 2(c) and (d), respectively. This is
due to the similarity of these waveforms to the OFDM scheme.
Note that this observation is consistent with the analysis of
Ahmed et al. [42].
More diverse and interesting behaviors can be observed
in homogeneous cases; as is commonly known, coexisting
OFDM systems will not interfere with each other provided
that they are synchronized within the CP duration, which
is verified in Fig. 2(a) for δf = 0. This statement also
applies almost directly to GFDM systems, which achieve
quasi-orthogonality even if the TO is contained within the
CP duration, as can be seen in Fig. 2(g). For both OFDM
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Fig. 3. Example scenario consisting of 19 cells, with each region colored
according to the spectral resources permitted for use. Each x represents an
ordinary cellular user, whereas DUEs involved in direct communication are
clustered in groups.
and GFDM systems, interference between users dramatically
increases if their relative asynchronism goes beyond the CP.
On the other hand, FBMC waveforms that are based on linear
convolution [Fig. 2(e), (f), and (h)] achieve good coexistence
capabilities, with the injected interference dropping rapidly
along the frequency axis irrespective of the TO value. As
we can see in Fig. 2(e), the best performance is achieved by
the FBMC/OQAM waveform, as no interference leaks onto
adjacent RBs.
Filtered-OFDM [see Fig. 2(j)] exhibits similar behavior
owing to its filtering at both the transmitter and the receiver. In
contrast, UFMC [Fig. 2(h)] only achieves good containment
for TO values that are lower than the duration of the filter
used. Outside of this interval, interference rapidly increases,
which is consistent with what has been observed in [8]. This
is because the particular implementation of UFMC consid-
ered here does not involve any windowing at the receiver. We
highlight that the performance of certain waveforms, in par-
ticular GFDM and UFMC, could be improved by the use of
additive windowing techniques at the transmitter and/or the
receiver side. However, we intentionally do not implement
these techniques in order to keep the focus on the intrinsic fil-
tering properties offered by the waveforms under study. This
is important as every additional filtering operation increases
the overall complexity of the system.
V. EVALUATION OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
A. Scenario Under Investigation
We first present detailed results for the scenario defined
by the parameters listed in Table II. For each set of results,
we compare the asynchronous performance of all waveforms
under consideration, and use the performance of synchronous
OFDM as an baseline for comparison.
We highlight that the synchronous OFDM case serves as
an idealistic baseline for comparison with the asynchronous
cases and that, in reality, achieving synchronous communica-
tion for the DUEs would be challenging. This is true even if the
D2D communication is network assisted [7]. The BS applies
a timing advance to ensure all signals reach the BS simulta-
neously; however, due to the varying distances between DUE
pairs, signals will not arrive at DUE receivers simultaneously
and hence the DUE pairs will not be fully synchronised with
one another. In addition, a D2D pair may span multiple cells,
further complicating the issue.
We therefore assume quasi-orthogonality in which all TOs
are absorbed by an extended CP of 20%2 for the synchronous
OFDM baseline case. We also do not consider CFO in this
case for two reasons. First, the scenario that we are consider-
ing typically consists of low mobility, resulting in negligible
Doppler shifts and frequency offsets. Second, the 3GPP stan-
dards specify stringent frequency errors for UEs of less than
±0.1 parts per million (ppm) [43] compared to the carrier
frequency received from the BS.
In contrast, for asynchronous scenarios, we consider TOs
uniformly distributed in the range of 0 to T +TCP, where T is
the length of an OFDM symbol and TCP is the length of the
CP. We also consider less stringent hardware-related frequency
error requirements, with local oscillator (LO) inaccuracies of
±2.5 ppm3 permitted.
The cell radius value of 250 m is based on the 3GPP LTE
system scenarios [44], representing an urban macro-cell envi-
ronment. The antenna gain values, noise figures, and the carrier
frequency value are also based on [44]. The values for the
maximum CUE transmit power, subcarrier spacing, and num-
ber of RBs are based on the LTE standard, with 50 RBs
corresponding to a bandwidth of 10 MHz. The maximum DUE
transmit power of −5 dBm was chosen as we found through
experimentation that it yielded good results. The effects of
varying the maximum DUE transmit power will be discussed
later in this section.
Fig. 3 shows an example of a typical simulation scenario.
We explore the case whereby each macro-cell is fully loaded,
with all available RBs being utilized, and hence consider a
large number of CUEs per square kilometer to ensure this. The
parameters relating to the size and frequency of occurrence
of clusters are scenario dependant. A cluster of radius 60 m,
containing 30 intercommunicating devices and with an aver-
age of three clusters per square kilometer might, for example,
represent a factory in an urban area with moderate industrial
activities.
Simulating the network for every possible combination of
waveform pairs would be impractical and unnecessary. Hence,
we only examine the most realistic combinations.
1) Case 1: DUE pairs use an alternative waveform and
CUEs continue to use OFDM.
2) Case 2: Both DUE pairs and CUEs use an alternative
waveform.
We also examine the effects of the TO on the rela-
tive performance of all waveforms, ranging from perfectly
2The value of 20% was chosen as it is similar to the size of the extended
CP option in LTE.
3Generally, strict frequency error requirements require more accurate and
expensive clocks. 2.5 ppm is the stated frequency accuracy of the NI USRP-
292× range of devices.
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TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS
synchronized to fully asynchronous communication. An anal-
ogous investigation is performed for CFO by varying LO
inaccuracies.
B. System Performance
1) DUE SINR Performance: Fig. 4 presents box plots sum-
marizing the SINR distribution for DUEs according to each
considered waveform couple. A solid horizontal line in each
box represents the median, while the mean is marked with a
dashed horizontal line. The ideal baseline OFDM case, assum-
ing no timing or frequency offsets, performs quite well and
achieves an average SINR value of approximately 22 dB. This,
however, reduces to approximately 13 dB when asynchronous
communication is considered, with UFMC and GFDM exhibit-
ing similar average values. This reduction in performance can
be attributed to increased leakage interference between DUEs
owing to the large sidelobes exhibited by these waveforms.
When both CUEs and DUEs employ an alternative waveform
in the set {FBMC/OQAM, FMT, FBMC-PAM, f-OFDM},
performance comparable to the baseline case is achieved even
though communication is asynchronous, as the filtering opera-
tions substantially reduce the sidelobes of these waveforms. In
addition, any leakage remaining after filtering is absorbed by
the guard subcarrier for FBMC/OQAM, FMT, and f-OFDM,
which explains how two waveforms with different filters, such
Fig. 4. Box plots of DUE SINR show that a large performance increase can
be obtained by choosing an appropriate alternative waveform.
as f-OFDM and FBMC/OQAM, can present with similar SINR
values.
Interestingly, this same set of waveforms performs quite
well in the coexistence scenarios in which CUEs use OFDM
and DUEs use an alternative waveform, with average values
approximately 3 dB less than in the baseline case, but up
to 6 dB greater than asynchronous OFDM. Again, we can
explain this by highlighting the increased spectral containment
of these waveforms over OFDM, resulting in less inter-DUE
interference.
We note that the number of outliers is relatively small
(approx. 2.2%) compared to the number of DUEs in the data
set. The presence of outliers is not unusual; while the major-
ity of DUEs will experience a similar SINR to one another,
especially favorable or unfavorable channel conditions will
inevitably result in DUEs with SINRs that are considerably
higher or lower than average.
2) DUE Rate Performance: Fig. 5 shows the achieved rate
of DUE pairs for each waveform. The greatest performance
is achieved when both CUEs and DUEs use FBMC/OQAM,
closely followed by FBMC-PAM. This is understandable,
as these two waveforms have the best bandwidth efficiency
(see Table I) out of alternative waveforms considered due
to the fact that they do not employ a CP. This explains
why FBMC/OQAM outperforms f-OFDM in terms of rate
performance, despite both exhibiting similar SINR distribu-
tions in Fig. 4. Furthermore, recall from Section IV that FMT
employs a guard band between each subcarrier, with the guard
band width set so that FMT has the same spectral efficiency
as OFDM.
In the coexistence scenarios, in which CUEs use OFDM
and DUEs use an alternative waveform, both FBMC/OQAM
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Fig. 5. Rate performance of DUEs taking into account bandwidth efficiency.
and FBMC-PAM again exhibit the best performance. In both
of these cases, the achieved rate is marginally greater than
for the synchronous OFDM baseline case and approximately
43% greater than for the asynchronous OFDM case. This is
an encouraging result, as machine-type DUEs could enjoy the
benefits of asynchronous communication without suffering any
degradation in performance. It also allows for the possibility
that 5G will permit multiple waveforms, whereby different
services employ the waveform that is best suited to them. We
note that although the average data rate for these two cases
is marginally greater than for the synchronous OFDM base-
line case, it can be observed in Fig. 4 that the baseline case
actually achieves a higher SINR. This can again be attributed
to the bandwidth efficiencies of the waveforms, with the 20%
efficiency loss due to the extended CP in the baseline case
causing significant data rate degradation.
3) CUE Performance: It is imperative that CUE
performance not be significantly degraded by the inclu-
sion of MTC in the network. Fig. 6 demonstrates that the
average DUE to CUE interference is quite low. This can be
attributed to two factors: 1) the low transmit power of DUEs
(−5 dB) and 2) the use of strict FFR.
In the synchronous baseline case, CUEs will still suf-
fer slightly from leakage interference from DUEs, owing to
the fact that different cells in LTE are misaligned in time.
The use of an appropriate alternative waveform by both sets
of users can therefore assist in reducing the interference
that CUEs experience from DUEs. Hence, in cases where
both CUEs and DUEs use an alternative waveform from
the set {FBMC/OQAM, FMT, FBMC-PAM, f-OFDM}, the
interference experienced by CUEs is lower than in the baseline
case.
Fig. 6. DUE to CUE interference is similar to the value of noise per RB for
coexistence cases.
In all other cases, the interference is comparable to the noise
per RB. However, Fig. 6 demonstrates that employing a differ-
ent waveform for DUEs, while CUEs continue to use OFDM,
does little to mitigate DUE to CUE interference; its main ben-
efit is to increase the performance of the DUEs themselves.
This is because for CUEs, the interference from DUEs using
the same RB will generally be a greater factor than leakage.
In contrast, for DUEs, leakage interference from other DUEs
in close proximity is the dominant type of interference, and
hence, they can benefit from adopting a waveform with better
spectral localization than OFDM.
The presence of outliers suggests that while the majority of
CUEs suffer little degradation to their performance, a small
number of users suffer a large reduction in performance. These
users are victims of the specific spatial distribution of trans-
mitting users at that instant, in which strict FFR and the low
transmit power of DUEs fail to offer sufficient protection.
In these cases, additional protection is needed to ensure that
interference to CUEs is kept at an acceptable level and that
the minority of users who suffer significant degradation can
also obtain adequate performance. This may take the form
of intelligent resource allocation schemes that aim to pro-
tect vulnerable CUEs by assigning resources in a manner that
reduces DUE to CUE interference. As stated previously, such
schemes are not within the scope of this paper as we are
solely interested in demonstrating the effect on performance
of employing different waveforms.
C. DUE Transmit Power
We investigate the effect that DUE transmit power has on
system performance by varying the DUE transmit power from
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−15 to 15 dBm in 5 dBm increments, while holding all
other parameters at the same value as in Table II. We do not
include cases in which both CUEs and DUEs use an alterna-
tive waveform, as we are more interested in the coexistence
cases.
As intuition suggests, Fig. 7 shows that increasing the
DUE transmit power will increase DUE SINR at the cost
of increased interference to CUEs. The case in which DUEs
employ OFDM for asynchronous communication exhibits the
worst performance, as the large sidelobes of OFDM cause
interference with neighboring users in the resource grid.
Leakage interference from D2D pairs in other cells will
be present even in the synchronous case as neighboring
cells do not achieve time alignment. While FBMC/OQAM
and f-OFDM successfully mitigate this type of leakage
interference, it becomes significant at high transmit powers
for synchronous OFDM, and hence, the curve representing the
baseline case begins to taper as the transmit power is increased.
So, while the synchronous baseline case achieves the greatest
performance for low transmit powers, it is overtaken by both
FBMC/OQAM and f-OFDM at a transmit power of 7.5 dBm
as leakage from other cells becomes significant.
In particular, we draw the readers’ attention to two points.
1) First, for the case in which DUEs do not use an alter-
native waveform from the set {FBMC/OQAM, FMT,
FBMC-PAM, f-OFDM}, successively higher transmit
powers provide increasingly diminishing returns since
increasing DUE transmit power will also increase the
inter-DUE leakage interference. This is evident in Fig. 7,
in which the set of curves at the bottom of the upper
sub-plot gradually begin to level off as the DUE transmit
power is increased.
2) Second, the benefit to DUEs of using an alternative
waveform will be greater at higher values of DUE
transmit power since inter-DUE leakage will be more
prominent. However, as the DUE transmit power is
increased, there is a linear increase in the interference
experienced by CUEs.
The main consequence of these observations is that higher
DUE transmit powers provide increasingly diminishing returns
unless an alternative waveform that adequately mitigates
leakage interference is employed. A maximum permissible
transmit power should be chosen for DUEs that achieves a bal-
ance between adequate average DUE SINR and an acceptable
level of interference to CUEs. The value of -5 dBm chosen
in Table II reasonably achieves this, with DUEs achieving
an SINR close to 20 dB when they employ FBMC/OQAM
while limiting interference to CUEs to approximately the noise
value per RB. We also note that we can tradeoff some DUE
performance for reduced interference to CUEs. We observe,
however, that the DUE to CUE interference is at a minimum
for the synchronous baseline case, as no leakage interference
within the same cell is present.
D. Cell Radius
In this section, we investigate the influence that cell size
has on performance by varying the cell radius from 200 to
Fig. 7. Increasing DUE transmit power results in an increase in DUE SINR
at the cost of increased interference to CUEs.
1000 m in 100 m increments while holding all other param-
eters at the same value as in Table II. We display the results
in Fig. 8. For cell radii under 500 m, we consider an urban
environment and use the appropriate pathloss models for this
scenario, while for cell radii greater than 500 m, we consider
a suburban environment.
At the smallest cell radius considered (200 m), average DUE
SINR is at its lowest and average DUE to CUE interference is
at its greatest. This is understandable, and readily explained as
follows. According to the strict FFR scheme employed, DUEs
reuse the resources of CUEs in neighboring reuse regions.
At small cell sizes, the average distance between devices in
neighboring reuse regions is reduced. This results in greater
CUE to DUE interference and reduces DUE SINR. As the
cell radius increases, so too does the distance between reuse
regions, and DUE SINR increases. This increase is mainly
observed at smaller cell sizes; at large cell sizes, CUE to DUE
interference is almost negligible and further increases to cell
radius result in little or no increase in DUE SINR.
DUE to CUE interference, on the other hand, occurs at BSs.
In small cells, the average distance between clusters and the
BSs serving neighboring reuse regions is shorter, resulting in
higher DUE to CUE interference. This is evidenced in the
lower sub-plot in Fig. 8, in which we observe that the aver-
age DUE to CUE interference decreases as the cell radius
increases. Therefore, as the cell size increases, average DUE to
CUE interference decreases and average DUE SINR increases.
Essentially, the greater the cell size the more protection strict
FFR offers against the various types of interference, as the
reuse regions are further apart.
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Fig. 8. As the cell radius increases, DUE SINR increases and reduction in
CUE SINR decreases.
Over the range of cell radii considered, synchronous OFDM
provides the best performance and asynchronous OFDM pro-
vides the worst. However, as the cell radius increases, the
interference from CUEs in neighboring reuse regions to DUEs
is reduced and the performance of several alternative wave-
forms approaches that of synchronous OFDM. At large cell
sizes, even further gains are achievable as DUEs could transmit
at a higher power without affecting CUEs.
E. Cluster Radius
We investigate the impact that cluster radius has on
performance. We present the results in Fig. 9, varying the clus-
ter radius from 30 to 100 m in 10 m increments. Reducing
the cluster radius necessitates a corresponding change in
the distance between a DUE transmitter and receiver, which
we modeled using a uniform random variable. Accordingly,
we choose the parameters a and b, representing the min-
imum and maximum Tx-Rx distances, respectively, of the
uniform random variable U[a,b] as follows: a = 5 m; and
b = (cluster radius) − 10 m.
Increasing the cluster radius has two opposing influences on
DUE SINR. On the one hand, it results in reduced inter-DUE
interference, which should boost the SINR. On the other
hand, it also results in reduced received signal power, which
should cause the SINR to decrease. In Fig. 9, we see that
the reduction in received power is more influential and DUE
SINR decreases as cluster radius increases. We concede, how-
ever, that this is somewhat dependant on how the distance
between DUE transmitters and receivers is modeled (such as
the parameters a and b), as this affects by how much the
Fig. 9. Employing an appropriate alternative waveform for DUEs yields the
greatest benefit in small clusters in which inter-DUE leakage interference is
most significant.
received power will decrease. We also note that for small clus-
ter sizes, and in cases where DUEs do not use a waveform
in the set {FBMC/OQAM, FMT, FBMC-PAM, f-OFDM},
SINR decreases slowly at first as the reduction in inter-DUE
interference is almost significant enough to counter-act the
effect of lower received signal powers.
Reducing the cluster radius increases the density of DUEs
in the cluster, resulting in greater inter-DUE interference.
Hence, employing an appropriate alternative waveform for
DUEs yields the greatest benefit in dense clusters in which
inter-DUE leakage interference is most significant. The syn-
chronous baseline case again performs the best; however, the
performance for cases where DUEs use a waveform in the
set {FBMC/OQAM, FBMC-PAM, f-OFDM} approach that of
the baseline for small cluster sizes. This can be attributed to
reduced leakage interference from CUEs in the same reuse
region, as smaller clusters are less likely to encompass CUEs
in the same cell.
F. Amount of Time and Frequency Misalignment
Between Devices
The final parameters whose influence on performance we
investigate are the maximum permitted TO and CFO. Both
CFO and TO affect DUE performance similarly, and so it
makes sense to isolate them when studying their effects on
performance. Hence, when examining the effect of TO on
DUE performance, we consider a case involving no CFO.
Conversely, when investigating the effects of CFO, we con-
sider devices to be perfectly aligned in time.
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Fig. 10. DUE SINR performance as the maximum permitted TO is varied.
1) Maximum Possible Timing Offset: We vary the maxi-
mum permissible TO as a fraction of the time spacing between
two OFDM symbols from 0 (full synchronism) to 1 (full
asynchronism) in 0.1 increments. Limiting the maximum per-
missible TO corresponds to a case in which coarse alignment
has been obtained; for example, 0.2 would correspond to the
case in which devices are synchronized to within 20% of an
OFDM symbol time.
Fig. 10 illustrates the results. The black line representing
the case whereby both DUEs and CUEs use OFDM will be
our baseline for comparison, and it can be seen that SINR
drops rapidly when the TO is greater than the CP, as the TOs
are no longer fully absorbed by the CP. The CP duration TCP
for OFDM is 12.5% of the symbol duration T . We can divide
the rest of the graph into two scenarios.
1) Scenario in Which DUEs Use a Waveform in the
Set {GFDM, UFMC}, and CUEs Use OFDM: These
curves become quite similar as the maximum per-
missible TO increases, and are out-performed by our
baseline OFDM-OFDM case. This seems surprising at
first glance, but can be explained. Indeed, we saw in
Fig. 2 that, with the chosen parameters, UFMC and
GFDM still cause a significant amount of interference
between coexisting users in homogeneous links in which
both users are deploying one of these waveforms; thus,
inter-DUE interference is quite important if DUEs use
either GFDM or UFMC. Moreover, OFDM-based users
are orthogonal to one another as long as δt is con-
tained in the CP duration. However, GFDM or UFMC
users never achieve orthogonality with OFDM users,
which explains that if CUEs use OFDM, CUE to DUE
interference is on average more significant if DUEs use
UFMC or GFDM than if they also employ OFDM.
2) Coexistence Scenario in Which DUEs Use a Waveform
in the Set {FBMC/OQAM, FBMC-PAM, f-OFDM, FMT}
and CUEs Use OFDM: As the TO increases, the curves
exhibit similar performance. At a maximum TO, the
benefit to using one of these alternative waveforms for
DUEs is considerable, while for very low TOs (<20%),
they are outperformed by the baseline OFDM-OFDM
case, since the CP in OFDM absorbs much of the TO.
With the exception of f-OFDM, the performance of these
waveforms varies little according to the TO, as these
waveforms all exhibit excellent spectral localization. In
addition, FBMC/OQAM and FBMC-PAM both use a
guard subcarrier while FMT is similarly protected by its
inbuilt guards. F-OFDM has an interesting behavior, as
it is the only waveform that is affected differently by
OFDM according to the value of δmaxt . This is due to
the fact that for small TOs, f-OFDM and OFDM achieve
quasi-orthogonality, which is then lost as δt increases.
2) Maximum Possible CFO: Having investigated the effect
of TO, we now examine the relative performance of the wave-
forms under various levels of CFO. The LO inaccuracy is
varied from 0 to 3.5 ppm in increments of 0.5, corresponding
to frequency offsets of ±0 kHz to ±7 kHz in 1 kHz increments
at a carrier frequency of 2 GHz.
In Fig. 11, for the case in which OFDM is used by both sets
of users, we observe that the average DUE SINR reduces as
the frequency offsets become greater. This can be attributed to
OFDM’s large sidelobes, resulting in significant interference
leakage to and from other users. In a similar fashion to the
study on the effects of TO, we again take the case in which
both sets of users employ OFDM to be our baseline case, and
divide the rest of Fig. 11 into two scenarios.
1) Scenario in Which DUEs Use a Waveform in the Set
{GFDM, UFMC}, and CUEs Use OFDM: When DUEs
employ GFDM or UFMC, DUE SINR decreases as the
maximum possible LO inaccuracy is increased; how-
ever, the decrease occurs at a lower rate than for OFDM
since OFDM possess the largest sidelobes. For low LO
inaccuracies, the baseline OFDM case outperforms the
scenarios in which CUEs use OFDM and DUEs use
either UFMC or GFDM. This is because OFDM users
achieve near orthogonality at low CFOs, while GFDM
or UFMC users never achieve orthogonality with OFDM
users. However, as the LO inaccuracy is increased,
OFDM suffers from increasingly large interference leak-
age owing to its sidelobes and the waveform choices
involving UFMC or GFDM begin to outperform the
baseline OFDM case.
2) Coexistence Scenario in Which DUEs Use a Waveform
in the Set {FBMC/OQAM, FBMC-PAM, f-OFDM, FMT}
and CUEs Use OFDM: The waveform choices involving
FBMC/OQAM, FBMC-PAM, and f-OFDM are largely
unaffected by varying CFO, as evidenced by the horizon-
tal lines in Fig. 11. At the LO inaccuracies considered,
frequency offsets are contained within ± half a subcar-
rier. Given that these schemes use a guard band of half
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Fig. 11. DUE SINR performance as the maximum CFO is varied.
a subcarrier at either side of an RB, and that leakage
is confined within a similar range for these alternative
waveforms, it is not surprising that very little variation in
performance is observed as the CFO is increased. FMT,
on the other hand, uses 12 subcarriers per RB. Hence,
we observe that the SINR performance of DUEs using
FMT reduces as the maximum possible LO inaccuracy
is increased. The waveform choices involving FBMC-
PAM and FBMC/OQAM only begin to outperform the
baseline OFDM case after approximately 1 ppm. For
DUE users using FMT, improvements in SINR over
the baseline case are only observed after a maximum
LO inaccuracy of 1.3 ppm (based on an interpolated
value). Similar to before, this is because OFDM achieves
quasi-orthogonality at low CFO, but suffers significant
degradation as CFO increases. Out of the waveform cou-
ples considered in this scenario, f-OFDM exhibits the
best performance and is never outperformed by the base-
line OFDM case. Similar to OFDM, f-OFDM achieves
quasi-orthogonality at low CFO. However, dissimilar to
OFDM, it is protected by its filtering and guard sub-
carrier as CFO increases and hence does not suffer the
performance decrease experienced by OFDM.
VI. CONCLUSION
The results presented in this paper were obtained through
simulations, but are built upon theoretical analysis performed
at the physical layer which characterizes leakage interference
between various waveform pairs. In fact, one of the main moti-
vations for the paper is demonstrating how the well-researched
properties of waveforms translate to performance at a system-
level in realistic 5G scenarios. In this pursuit, simulation is an
ideal tool, as it permits us to achieve a high level of realism
in our investigations.
When only the SINR metric is considered, the best results
are obtained when either synchronous OFDM is used, or both
sets of users employ a waveform from the set {FBMC/OQAM,
FMT, FBMC-PAM, f-OFDM}. When the achieved rate is
instead considered, taking bandwidth efficiency into account,
the case in which machine-type DUEs operate asynchronously
and both sets of users employ FBMC/OQAM achieves the
greatest performance.
As suggested in the previous section, the performance of
a waveform in asynchronous communication depends on its
sidelobes. Waveforms with very small sidelobes result in less
inter-DUE leakage and hence perform the best. We note that
the size of a waveform’s sidelobes depends largely on the fil-
tering applied, with many filter implementations existing. For
example, the performance of FBMC/OQAM could be further
improved by using an optimized filter such as the one sug-
gested in [45]. However, as it was not possible to consider
every possible filter, and for the sake of fair comparison, we
chose filters and parameters that were representative of the
most common implementations in the literature.
Promisingly, we also showed that good performance can
be obtained when DUEs operate asynchronously and use a
different waveform to CUEs, paving the way for the possibility
of the coexistence of waveforms in 5G for different use cases,
a paradigm shift from previous generations. In particular, when
FBMC/OQAM is used by DUEs, the average achieved rate is
marginally greater than the synchronous OFDM baseline case,
and 43% greater than the asynchronous OFDM case. We also
note that these figures are conservative, as they assume perfect
synchronization in the baseline case.
The results indicate that the biggest drawback to using
asynchronous communication is the increased interference to
cellular users. Unfortunately, employing a different waveform
for DUEs does little to reduce this type of interference. We
note, however, that interference can typically be kept low
through the use of strict FFR and low DUE transmit powers.
To conclude, we have shown that it is feasible for cellu-
lar networks to serve clustered 5G MTC use-cases, such as
smart factories, using asynchronous direct communication. In
particular, we highlighted the benefits to DUEs of using an
alternative waveform to reduce leakage interference, and sug-
gested that 5G may permit the coexistence of waveforms.
Hence, by employing a waveform with improved spectral
localization compared to OFDM, such as FBMC/OQAM,
DUEs can avail of the benefits of asynchronous communi-
cation without suffering a performance loss, even if regular
CUEs continue to use OFDM.
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